Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are tubular structures composed of curved graphene sheets with diameter up to several tens of nanometers with typical length up to several micrometers. Single-and doublewall CNTs have diameters from 1.2 to ca. 3 nm and are usually packed in relatively dense structures ("ropes"). Multiwall carbon nanotubes can contain up to tens of concentrically aligned tubules and have diameter from 3-4 to tens of nanometers. Carbon nanotubes, both single-and multiwall, show outstanding mechanical and electrical properties [ 1 , 2 ] . Nowadays CNTs are regarded as one of the key materials for development of various nanotechnology applications -new materials, sensors, actuators, field emitters etc. [ 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ]. In the last decade great effort was done in this field by many research groups, investigating structural, physical, mechanical, and electrical properties of CNTs.
Among all types of nanotubes single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) were widely recognized as most perspective in regard of their predicted properties. Depending on chirality and diameter SWNTs can show significantly different electronic structure thus revealing metallic of semiconducting properties [ 7 , 8 ] . Mechanical properties of SWNTs were investigated both theoretically and experimentally and were shown to outstand all other construction materials such as steel, carbon fibers etc [ 9 ] .
Extremely remarkable properties of SWNTs are strongly limited in usage by their high cost and low yield of production methods. Commonly used methods of SWNT synthesis include arc discharge [ 10 ] , laser evaporation of carbon targets [ 11 ] , or catalytic decomposition of gaseous carbonaceous species (carbon monoxide [ 12 ] , alcohols [ 13 ] , various hydrocarbons [ 14 ] ) by CVD technique [ 15 ] . As-produced SWNTs need purification from amorphous carbon and other graphene-like species (fullerenes, multiwall CNTs etc.) which is usually performed by strong oxidative media and/or by selective surfactants (followed by ultra-centrifugation etc.). Involvement of such complex techniques results in high cost of resulting material, especially in the case of production of CNTs with tailored mechanical and electronic properties. According to market analysis the average price of highly purified SWNTs (90-99 wt. %) lays in range 200-600 $ per gram depending on purity, chirality and surface composition. Note that high amounts of SWNTs are still less available.
Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were firstly described in 1953 and now are one of the most common and widely used nanotubes allotrope. Multiwall nanotubes are composed with several concentrically aligned tubular graphene sheets, with typical diameter in range 8-30 nm. Physical and mechanical properties of MWNTs are significantly lower than that for SWNTs but still are higher than properties of commonly used construction materials and reinforcement additives.
Multiwall carbon nanotubes can be synthesized in the same way as SWNTs by arc discharge, graphite evaporation by laser irradiation or by catalytic decomposition of gaseous carbon-containing species [ 16 ] by CVD. The last one is the most perspective due to possibility to regulate CNT diameter and length; due to high yield and high selectivity of the process less or even no purification by aggressive oxidation is needed to achieve MWNT with high purity (higher than 90 wt. %) [ 17 ] . CVD process has high scaling potential, e.g. by realization of the fluidized bed technique [ 18 , 19 , 20 ].
In the last few years significant progress was achieved in the scaling of synthesis of MWNTs by catalytic CVD route. Several companies have demonstrated large-scale facilities for the process, for example, Bayer AG (Germany), Nanocyl (Belgium), Arkema (France), Hyperion Catalyst (USA), CheapTubes Inc. (China). Development of the large-scale synthesis route for MWNTs with high purity and relatively low defectiveness allowed to significantly lower market price for such product which is in range 1-15 $ per one gram depending on purity, mean diameter and surface functionalization.
Relatively high availability of MWNTs and their remarkable properties result in great interest of their usage in various nanotechnology applications. At the present time high amount of research work was done in the field of MWNT investigation and application. Multiwall carbon nanotubes can be used as components of composite materials with polymer, metal or ceramic matrices [ 21 Systematic investigation of properties of novel multifunctional composite materials, containing carbon nanotubes is of essential importance to understand and improve their properties.
It is known [ 24, 38 ] that CNTs of same type but produced by different vendors often show significant difference in chemical and physical properties depending on their diameter, length, defectiveness, agglomeration state, surface chemistry etc. Variation in properties of the filler may result in non-linear changes in properties of resulting composite. Thus investigation of properties of CNT-containing composites depending on properties of incorporated nanotubes and polymer host matrix is an important task.
In this chapter we describe an attempt to systematic investigation of structural, physicalchemical, and electrophysical and electromagnetic properties of thermoplastic composite materials, comprising multiwall carbon nanotubes with different mean diameters and morphology.
MWNT-containing polymer composites

Approaches to synthesis, main problems
As it was mentioned above, CNT (and, first of all, MWNT)-containing polymer-based composite materials attract great interest in the last decade. Great work was done in this field and tens of various host matrices were investigated. Several main problems in the area of design and preparation of nanotube-filled composite materials can be outlined according to literature analysis.
1. As-synthesized carbon nanotubes are usually arranged either in dense aligned arrays ("ropes") or tangled "furballs", composed of several tens of closely matted CNTs. First type is more typical for SWNTs, and the second one is most typical for CVD-produced MWNTs. Dense entangled MWNT arrays should be destructed during composite synthesis in order to achieve maximum dispersion state of nanotubes and subsequent maximum increase in properties of the composite. Also in this case it is possible to reach electrical percolation threshold at relatively low concentration of the filler due to intensive linking of highdispersed nanotubes between each other. See review [ 39 ] for details of dispersion of MWNTs in various liquids using different technique.
2. Carbon nanotube fillers in the polymer matrix (and, in common sense, in all types of composite materials) can act as reinforcement material in several ways.
The first, incorporated nanotubes with high mechanical properties and high electrical conductivity, may act in the same way as macroscopic fillers (carbon fiber, glass wool etc.) providing stress transfer from the low-strength matrix in the case of mechanical load or charge transfer through continuous linked conductive network in the case of electrical load [ 40 , 41 ] .
The second, CNT filler is providing nucleation sites for the growth of polymer nanosized crystallites. Introduction of high amount of nanotubes with high surface chemical potential results in significant reduction of the grain size of resulting composite [ 42 , 43 ] thus leading to increase of its mechanical properties.
Thus it is of crucial importance to obtain high dispersion degree of nanotube filler in the bulk volume of the polymer matrix and provide intensive interaction between CNTs and polymer. These two tasks should be resolved during composite synthesis in order to obtain material with increased properties. This can be done in several ways depending on the type of the polymer used as matrix material.
All polymer materials can be roughly divided in two parts -thermoplastic and thermoreactive polymers. Both types were used for synthesis of MWNT-containing composites with certain success.
Thermoreactive matrices, such as epoxy resins and polyurethanes, were one of the first used for preparation of MWNT-loaded composites. The main route of preparation of such type of materials involves mixing of carbon filler with resin or with chosen intermediate solvent (acetone, dimethylformamide etc. [ 44 ] ) which is later mixed with the resin. The mixing process is often assisted with ultrasonic treatment which results in higher dispersion degree of the nanotube filler in the matrix [ 45 ] . Obtained mixture is molded to form necessary shape and cured. The technique described is quite experimentally simple and scalable. However, due to high viscosity of epoxy resin it is hard to disperse entangled nanotubes uniformly in whole volume of the polymer. In the case of usage of intermediate solvents such as acetone, the last must be evaporated before curing process. Carbon nanotubes tend to spontaneous agglomeration while staying in suspension, thus destroying achieved dispersive state and resulting in lowering of composite's properties as compared with theoretically predicted.
Several special procedures can improve the process, such as chemical surface functionalization [ 46 , 47 ] or usage of short aligned CNT arrays as starting material [ 48 , 49 ] , allowing to obtain good distribution of CNTs with low electrical percolation threshold and increased mechanical properties.
Thermoplastic polymers can be used as matrix materials for design and synthesis of nanotube-filled composites. These matrices can be processed by variety of techniques, such as solution casting, extrusion, pressure molding, hot pressing etc. Processing methods can be divided in two main parts -temperature-assisted and solution-assisted technique.
Twin-screw extrusion, pressure molding, hot pressing, liquid casting and similar methods can be described as temperature-assisted. The main step of these techniques involves melting of mixture of the polymer matrix material and CNT filler with subsequent processing of the melt blend [ 35 ] . Such approaches are relatively cheap, scalable and experimentally simple, but still have several disadvantages.
Usually the polymer blend has high viscosity in molten state thus preventing disaggregation of entangled agglomerates of CNTs. Usage of ultrasonic treatment is this case is complicated by high temperatures and closed volume of experimental setup. Moreover, increase of CNT loading results in further sharp increase of viscosity of polymer-nanotube blend, preventing achieving high dispersion of incorporated nanotubes.
These problems can be partially solved by using of additional mixing procedure, such as mechanical activation of the solid polymer powder with CNTs, or using of high CNT shear flow mixers for the molten mixture providing high dispersion degree. However, these procedures can result in breaking of nanotubes, especially in the case of multiwall CNTs with defective walls, with corresponding CNT shortening and decrease in mechanical and electrophysical properties of the composite.
Solution-assisted technique of preparation of nanotube-filled polymer composites includes dissolving of polymer material in appropriate solvent, mixing of the resulting solution with CNTs and subsequent evaporation of the solvent with formation of the polymer-nanotube film [ 50 ] . High disaggregation state of CNTs can be achieved by using ultrasonication and/or high-intensive mixing [ 51 ] of the nanotube-polymer suspension due to reasonably low viscosity of the solution. Thin films can be produced by this technique, allowing one to design functionally grade materials, electrostatic coatings, polarizing films etc.
However, this technique has some disadvantages -it is hard to obtain massive samples by solution casting and also special precautions must be applied in order to avoid CNT agglomeration during drying of the composite film (for example, surface functionalization, shortening of nanotubes etc. [ 52 , 53 ] ).
There are some specific methods of synthesis of CNT-loaded composite materials, which cannot be ascribed to abovementioned types, for example in situ polymerization and coagulation precipitation techniques. The first one includes deposition of the catalyst on the surface of CNTs with further polymerization [ 54 ] or radical polymerization of the monomer (e.g. polystyrene, polymethylmethacrylate) in presence of carbon nanotubes or other nanosized fillers or monomers [ 37 , 55 , 56 , 57 ]. High dispersion degree of nanotubes can be achieved by such methods, with following processing using conventional techniques, mentioned above.
The second method of CNT/polymer composite synthesis, coagulation precipitation, was firstly developed by Du et al. [ 58 ] for SWNT/PMMA composites. The coagulation precipitation (CP) technique involves dissolution of the polymer in appropriate solvent, mixing of this solution with carbon nanotubes (or other filler materials). The resulting slurry is mixed with the second solution in which the first solvent is soluble, but the polymer is not. As a result the polymer/CNT mixture immediately precipitates, forming disperse composite material which can be later processed in usual ways.
Coagulation precipitation technique has several remarkable advantages as compared with abovementioned methods. By right choice of the first solvent it is possible to obtain both dissolution of the polymer and good wetting of nanotubes. For example, in the case of MWNT/PMMA or MWNT/PS composites dimethylformamide of N-methylpyrrolidone can be used for this task. These solvents are known to provide very stable CNT suspensions [ 59 ] and can dissolve corresponding polymers in high concentrations. The second solvent for this system is water.
High CNT dispersion state is produced by ultrasonic treatment of the polymer-solvent mixture and is quite stable during minutes. It is of crucial importance that such high dispersion can be "frozen" on the second step by mixing with the second solvent, thus there is no reason to obtain super-stable CNT suspension.
The precipitation of polymer starts immediately after mixing with the second solvent and this process proceeds at high rate, producing small particles. Dispersed carbon nanotubes act as nucleation sites allowing reaching intimate interaction between polymer and individual CNTs.
CP technique still has certain inconveniences -for example, lack of scalability potential. Solution pair should be chosen carefully, providing both mutual solubility, and partial solubility of the polymer matrix material.
In the present chapter we describe preparation of MWNT-containing composite materials using coagulation precipitation technique and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS) as matrices. All these polymers are thermoplastics and can be processed using common pressing and extrusion techniques.
Experimental: Synthesis of MWNTs and MWNT-loaded composites
Multiwall carbon nanotubes were synthesized in-lab by ethylene decomposition over bimetallic FeCo catalyst in hot-wall CVD reactor at 680 °C. Details of preparation technique can be found elsewhere [ 60 ] . As-prepared MWNTs were additionally purified by reflux in HCl (15 wt. %) during 3 hours, washed with distilled water and dried in air at 80 °C for 24 hours.
Preparation of MWNT-loaded composites was performed using coagulation precipitation technique.
MWNT/PMMA and MWNT/PS composites were synthesized in similar way as follows. Polymer powder (PMMA, m.w. ~ 100000; Polystyrene, m.w. ~ 120000) was dissolved in dimethylformamide with concentration 0.1 g/ml. Calculated amount of air-dried MWNTs was loaded in water-cooled glass reactor and poured with polymer/DMF solution (40 ml) diluted with pure DMF (40 ml).
Resulting mixture was sonicated by Ti horn ultrasonicator (output power 8.5 W/cm 2 ) during 15 minutes under constant water cooling (the temperature of mixture was not higher than 50 °C). Resulting slurry was poured in ~ 1.5 liters of distilled water (t = 60-70 °C) under vigorous stirring immediately after US treatment. Precipitation of the polymer-MWNT composite proceeds immediately, resulting in formation of spongy-like deposit, which was left to stay overnight to complete coagulation.
The precipitate was filtered using Buchner funnel, washed with water (3×500 ml) and dried in air at 60 °C overnight. Residual water was removed by drying in vacuum (10 -2 torr) at 60 °C for 2 hours.
Composite powder can be processed using common technique. In our case hot pressing was chosen as one of the most simple ways to make polymer films. Powder was placed between two polished steel plates, which were heated up to melting temperature of the polymer and pressed with hydraulic press with pressure ca. 400 kg/cm 2 . Copper ring with 0.5 mm thickness was used as spaces. Produced composite films were Ø 60×0.5 mm 3 in dimensions.
Scanning and transmission electron microscopy was used for investigation of the structure of composite powder and films (JSM6460LV and JEM 2010 electron microscopes were used). Powder samples were placed on the conductive carbon adhesive tape, films were cut in plates with size ca. 8×3×0.5 mm 3 , which were broken and glued to the copper stand with breaks upwards using silver glue. In order to avoid surface charging during SEM investigations all samples were additionally covered with 5-10 nm gold layer.
Electrophysical properties of composite films were investigated using four-probe technique with silver wires connected to sample surface with silver glue.
Electromagnetic response properties of free-standing polymer composite films were investigated in frequency range 0.01-12 GHz, 26-37 GHz. Array of experimental setups was used: quasi-optical setup based on panoramic meter KSvN R2-65 (Russia), Mach-Zehnder interferometer based on backward wave oscillator (Russia), HP Agilent PNA 8363B network analyzer (Agilent, USA) with multimode resonators (for dielectric permittivity spectra), and R2M-04 reflectance/transmission meter (Mikran, Russia). For ε spectra measurement samples were cut in pieces with size 0.5×2.5×30 mm 3 and placed in antinode of electric field parallel to electric field lines. Transmission coefficient was measured using polyfoam gasket, samples were cut in rings with an outer diameter Ø16.5 mm and inner diameter Ø6.95 mm and glued to the gasket. The measuring setup was calibrated using pure polyfoam gasket covered with glue.
Properties of pure MWNTs
Macro-scale properties of MWNTs and MWNT-based composites depend strongly on their nanoscale parameters, such as diameter, particle size distribution, morphology of agglomerates. In this work we have investigated three types of MWNTs differencing in main diameter (and diameter distribution), defectiveness and morphology of agglomerates. On Figure 1 TEM data and diameter distribution for all types of MWNTs is shown.
Mean diameter of MWNT (as obtained by statistical analysis of TEM images) makes the value of ~7-9 nm for MWNT 8 , ~10-12 nm for MWNT 12 , and ~22-24 nm for MWNT 22 . From TEM images one can roughly evaluate defectiveness of MWNT (amount of amorphous species on the surface of CNT, opened walls etc.) which is increasing with decreasing of their mean diameter.
According to SEM data the morphology of MWNT secondary agglomerates varies, changing from rope-like structure for "thin" tubes (MWNT 8 , MWNT 12 ) to tangled furball-like structure for "thick" tubes (MWNT 22 ). On figure 2 SEM images of typical MWNT agglomerates are presented. Entangled nanotubes, which are forming "furball" structure, are hard to disperse in liquid media. MWNTs of all types tend to agglomerate in liquid dispersion, thus it is necessary to achieve certain conditions, allowing to "freeze" dispersed state of nanotubes. In our case usage of the coagulation precipitation technique allows to do this, as coagulation proceeds almost immediately after sonication and dispergation.
PMMA and PS composites -Influence of matrix type
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS) both are cheap, large-scale and easily processable polymer matrices, which are often used as model systems for synthesis of polymer composites. Polymers with similar average molecular weight were used for synthesis of composites, both PMMA and PS are soluble in DMF and precipitate using water as secondary solvent.
Principal physical-chemical properties of polymethylmethacrylate and polystyrene polymers are quite similar (see Table 1 Thus investigation of these model polymer systems allows one to reveal basic principles of the influence of the matrix type on the properties of MWNT-loaded composites.
Transmission electron microscopy analysis of MWNT/PMMA and MWNT/PS composites was performed to investigate internal structure of materials. Corresponding micrographs are shown on figure 3 . Interaction of carbon nanotubes with polymer matrix results in surface wetting of MWNTs with polymer, which depends strongly both on the surface composition of CNTs and on surface properties of the polymer. As-prepared nanotubes have low amount of polar (oxygen-containing) groups, thus surface is mostly hydrophobic. Chemical functionalization (e.g. oxidation) can modify surface composition of the materials, making it hydrophilic. According to our previous study [ 69 ] , as-prepared CNTs have ca. 0.3-0.5 oxygen-containing groups per nm 2 , so their surface is mostly hydrophobic, but still can show several hydrophilic behavior. It is reasonable to suggest that hydrophilic surface would have higher affinity to polar polymer matrices, and pristine nanotubes would be better wetted by low-polar polymers.
Such behavior was observed for both compared MWNT/PMMA and MWNT/PS samples. As it can be seen from Figure 3 , the surface of CNTs is covered with polymer. In the case of PMMA as a matrix, nanotubes are not fully covered with polymer. Both covered and naked surface areas are observed (marked with arrows on Fig. 3 A, B) for PMMA-treated composite. It is important to note that observed contact angles between nanotube surface and PMMA layer are still lower than 35°.
The possible reason for partial surface coverage with PMMA is certain irregularity of the functional composition of MWNT surface, for example, PMMA-covered areas are observed due to higher polarity of that nanotube part (e.g. due to partial oxidation), providing better wetting and lowering of the contact angle.
In contrast, PS-covered composite sample reveal significantly different structure where the surface of MWNTs is completely covered with thin continuous layer of the polymer (with thickness up to several nanometers). In the case of low CNT loading in composite one can observe disaggregated nanotubes, completely wrapped and wetted by PS ( fig. 3, D) . For higher nanotube content polystyrene "drops" are observed settled on the surface of nanotubes covered still with undestructured PS layer. As soon as polystyrene shows lower polarity as compared with PMMA and moreover has aromatic rings in structure, which have high affinity to the conjugated π-system of pristine (low-oxidized) nanotube, the wetting is more ease and coverage is higher in this case.
The contact angle between PS drops and CNT surface is in range 22-25° indicating high wetting ability of PS towards untreated surface of nanotubes.
Interfacial interaction between polymer matrix and incorporated nanotubes significantly affects structural and physical properties of composite films. Formation of dispersed nanotube array or network in the volume of the polymer matrix is essential to drastical change of material properties. Carbon nanotubes tend to agglomerate during synthesis of composites, thus decreasing dispersion degree.
Formation of CNT agglomerates in composite powder was observed for both PMMA-and PS-based materials using transmission electron microscopy. TEM micrographs of different nanotubes agglomerates are shown on Figure 4 . Two types of nanotube agglomerates can be distinguished in polymer-based composite materials. These agglomerates have been identified as "primary" and "secondary", according to their origin. Primary agglomerates are formed mainly during synthesis of carbon nanotubes themselves and can be avoided in growth-aligned nanotube arrays [ 70 ] . These aggregates must be destroyed during composite synthesis by ultrasonic treatment, high-shear flow mixing etc. Destruction of such particles in necessary to achieve high dispersion degree and, for example, correspondingly low percolation threshold for composites. Nevertheless, for CVD-grown nanotubes these aggregates are hard to destroy and they are still occurring in composites, covered with polymer layer. Such aggregates are typical for systems with low wetting of CNTs with polymer, e.g. for MWNT-PMMA ( fig. 3-A & 4-A) .
Agglomerates of secondary type are formed during the process of composite synthesis due to re-aggregation of dispersed nanotubes in solution due to van der Walls forces. In this case individual nanotubes are separated from each other in solution and linked by the polymer particle in solid composite ( fig. 4-B&D) . Strong wetting of carbon nanotubes with polymer assists destruction of primary agglomerates with subsequent formation of secondary-type agglomerates. Such phenomenon is observed for PS-based composites and is clearly seen on TEM micrographs -even for high MWNT loading (up to 10 wt. %) almost none primary agglomerates were observed. MWNTs are dispersed and separated from each other, forming secondary agglomerates, clued by polymer particles ( fig. 4-C&D) .
Investigation of composite films using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed in order to elucidate influence of CNT-polymer interface on structural properties of composites. Corresponding SEM images of fresh breaks of composite films with different MWNT loading are shown on fig. 5 .
For both types of polymer matrices separated nanotubes can be clearly seen on the surface of film breaks.
Difference in polymer-nanotube interface properties results in significant changes of the dispersion state of nanotubes in PMMA-and PS-based composites. For PMMA-based samples only single nanotubes can be seen for samples with 1 wt. % of nanotubes ( fig. 5-A) . Increase of MWNT content to 4 wt. % results in more uniform and dense dispersion of nanotubes in the volume of the polymer ( fig. 5-C) . Nevertheless, low-filled areas can be observed indicating relatively low dispersion degree of nanotubes. Certain amount of MWNTs can still occur in the agglomerated form, preventing formation of highlydisaggregated nanotube "network" in the polymer matrix.
Such phenomenon can be observed for the highest investigated MWNT loading in the composite (10 wt. %, fig. 5 -E). Dense and uniform nanotube array can be clearly seen on the surface of composite film break. Note that the length of MWNT residues on the surface of the film is 1-2 µm, moreover, the surface of nanotubes is not covered with the polymer. This may be attributed to stretching of CNTs from the volume of the polymer during breakage of the film, which can be easily assumed taking into consideration low wetting ability of PMMA towards hydrophobic surface of untreated carbon nanotubes.
Polystyrene-based composite materials show opposite phenomenon of high wetting and high dispersion degree even at low MWNT loadings. Nanotubes in all MWNT/PS composite film samples are well-dispersed and covered with polymer layer. Uniform CNT distribution can be observed for samples with both low and high nanotube loading. According to SEM data nanotubes are randomly and evenly distributed on whole breakage area, which can be clearly seen on fig. 5 -B, D, F.
Note that protruding parts of MWNT for PS-based composites are shorter as compared with similar PMMA-based samples and are wrapped with polymer layer. Such phenomenon can be attributed to higher wetting of CNTs with polystyrene and higher adhesion of filler to the material of the polymer matrix.
Thereby according to TEM and SEM data significant difference in wetting ability of investigated polymers towards MWNTs results in drastic changes of structural properties of composite powders and films. Highly-wetting aromatic polystyrene matrix allows one to reach higher dispersion degree at lower filler concentrations as compared with more polar polymethylmethacrylate due to mainly hydrophobic surface character of untreated nanotubes.
Area of application of novel materials is strongly dependent on their physical properties. As it was shown above, MWNT-based composites are perspective as tailorable materials for electrical and electromagnetic applications. Structure and dispersion state of nanotubes in composite, as well as their interconnections (i.e. formation of connected array of CNTs) strongly affect physical properties of composite materials. It is well known that introduction of continuous carbon nanotubes in the dielectric polymer matrix allows to increase conductivity of the resulting composite by several orders of magnitude. Conductive composite materials can be characterized by the percolation threshold which for multiwall carbon nanotubes lays in range from ca. 0.005 wt. % [ 71 ] to 3-4 wt. % [ 72 ] depending on the electrophysical properties of initial nanotubes and peculiarities of the composites' preparation (alignment and dispersion of nanotubes etc.).
Electrical conductivity measurements reveal significant difference between PMMA-and PSbased composites with similar MWNT loading. Conductivity data for PMMA-based composites with different types of MWNTs is shown on figure 6.
Electrical percolation threshold for PMMA-based composites was estimated as ~ 1-2 wt. %, reaching maximum value of 10 -1 -10 -2 S/m for 3-5 wt. % of CNT content.
PS-based composite materials show surprisingly low electrical conductivity. Significant conductivity (~ 4.5×10 -4 S/cm) was observed for composite sample with 10.0 wt. % loading of CNTs, all other samples show electrical resistivity higher than 10 9 Ohm/cm which was the sensitivity threshold for the setup used for measurements.
As it was shown by electron microscopy investigations, PS-based composites reveal higher wetting and higher dispersion degree of nanotubes in the volume of the polymer as compared with PMMA-based materials. Unusually high percolation threshold and low conductivity value can be explained taking into consideration insulation of conductive nanotubes with wrapped polystyrene layer. In this case perfectly dispersed threedimensional nanotube network in the bulk volume of the polymer is formed by insulating objects, preventing current flow through composite even at high CNT loadings. In the case of poorly-wetted PMMA-based composites the surface of nanotubes is not completely insulated, thus allowing reaching of electrical saturation at relatively low CNT loadings. Moreover, destruction of primary agglomerates of nanotubes, observed for PS and not for PMMA-based samples, results in diminishing of electrical contacts between nanotubes due to their insulation. Residual CNT agglomerates in the case of PMMA-based composites facilitate formation of conductive paths in the volume of the polymer matrix. As a result overall electrical conductivity of MWNT/PMMA materials is higher as compared with PS-based samples. Electromagnetic response properties of composite materials play significant role in their application area. Incorporation of conductive media, such as carbon nanotubes, affects strongly the way of interaction of certain material with electromagnetic irradiation (EMI). Conjugated π-system, occurring in carbon nanotubes, allows both to dissipate and reflect electromagnetic wave, thus providing two possible mechanisms of EM responsereflectance and absorbance.
Electromagnetic response properties of MWNT-containing composites were investigated in broadband region (2-36 GHz) and was found to be strongly dependent on MWNT type and diameter as well as on polymer matrix type.
Influence of structural properties of MWNTs on EM shielding properties of composites was investigated for MWNT/PMMA materials due to their high electrical conductivity. Structure of initial CNT affects electrical and electromagnetic properties of CNT-based composites.
We have investigated EM response properties of MWNT-based composites in frequency range 3-11 GHz (complex dielectric permittivity for MWNT/PMMA samples). Transmission (T) and reflection (R) coefficients can be easily calculated using following equations. Absorption coefficient of the EM radiation in the sample can be calculated as A = 1 -R -T. On the figure 7 data on measured transmission and reflections coefficients are shown.
Increase of the conductivity of the composites with MWNT loading in all samples leads to growth of R and diminishing of T parameters. For example for the MWNT 8 /PMMA composite one can see higher R and lower T values for the sample with 3 wt.% of MWNT whereas for the sample with 5 wt. % these values are lower and higher, correspondingly, correlating with its conductivity. It should be mentioned that even composites with the lowest electrical conductivity (with CNT loading 0.5-2 wt.%) show high values of the R, which may be due to formation of isolated conductive MWNT structures in the volume of the polymer that cannot be registered by macroscopic measurements of the electrical conductivity but still can interact with electromagnetic field. Polarization of such isolated structures gives contribution in EM response of non-conductive materials with subsequent growth of the permittivity.
Note that transmission and reflection coefficients do not depend directly on the electrical conductivity for different MWNT types. Thus it is possible to propose that despite of the lower macroscopic electrical conductivity, composite materials comprising MWNT with lower diameter possess higher amount of polarizable species, giving higher values of dielectric permittivity and reflection coefficient.
All samples with low CNT content (0.5 wt. %) are almost transparent in all frequency range. Increase of MWNT loading leads to reduction of transmission coefficient. Transmission is strongly affected by MWNT type and is changing unidirectionally with the dependence of permittivity -the lowest transmission is observed for MWNT 22 -containing composites which have higher ε value as compared with MWNT 12 /PMMA, MWNT 8 /PMMA and composites.
For both matrices percolation-like concentration dependence can be observed with sharp decrease of EM transmission coefficient (and corresponding increase of EM shielding of composites) after 1-2 wt. % of MWNTs in materials.
Nevertheless, the most significant difference for investigated matrices is that in case of PS matrix EM shielding is provided mainly by absorption, growing with increase of MWNT loading, and for the case of PMMA matrix main part of EM shielding is constituted by EM reflectance. Principal changes in mechanisms of EM attenuation in polymer composites filled with same type MWNTs can be explained taking into consideration abovementioned differences in their structural and electrophysical properties.
PMMA-based composites show high electrical conductivity and relatively low percolation threshold therefore above percolation threshold such materials interact with incident EM radiation as typical conductor, reflecting most part of electromagnetic wave.
Sharp increase in EM absorbance for PMMA-based composites at MWNT loading lower than 2 wt. % may be attributed to absence of reflectance allowing propagation of incident EM wave through the sample and its interaction with conjugated π-system of incorporated carbon nanotubes.
The value of EM absorbance reaches saturation for MWNT loadings higher than 2 wt. %, corresponding to electrical percolation threshold value. This phenomenon indicates formation of interconnected array (or cluster) of carbon nanotubes in the volume of the polymer, providing conductive paths for electrical current, decreasing electrical resistivity of the composite with subsequent increase in EM reflectance. Further increase of EM reflectance with growing MWNT loading is caused by formation of new conductive paths in linked nanotube network, increasing its electrical conductivity and reflective properties, however not affecting or diminishing absorption of EM radiation.
Polystyrene-based composites with same MWNTs as filler show surprisingly high shielding efficiency, as they are almost insulating at low nanotube loadings. In contrast to PMMAbased materials main part of shielding efficiency of PS-based composites is provided by absorption, growing with increase of MWNT concentration, especially for higher frequencies. At the same time reflection of EM radiation is increasing slowly, showing similar behavior as compared with EM absorbance for MWNT/PMMA composites. Internal structure of composite materials and interaction between MWNTs and polystyrene matrix show i) strong wetting of MWNT surface with polymer, providing certain insulation of nanotubes from each other; ii) high dispersion degree of MWNT without primary agglomerates; iii) random uniform distribution state of individual nanotubes in the volume of the polymer even for high filler concentrations. All these factors affect changes in EMI shielding mechanism of MWNT/PS composites as compared with relatively poorlydispersed highly-conductive PMMA-based materials. Low-conductive PS composites possess correspondingly low EMI reflectance from the surface, allowing electromagnetic radiation to propagate in-depth of the sample. The characteristic wavelength for the EM radiation in microwave region is 1-10 mm, which is higher than the size of the individual nanotube and MWNT agglomerate and is comparable with the macroscopic size of the composite sample. Thus incident EM wave may interact with whole volume of the composite sample and this interaction is strongly facilitated due to the absence of surface conductivity and reflectance due to skin-effects.
Propagating EM wave interacts with individual nanotubes uniformly dispersed in the volume of the composite with corresponding attenuation. High dispersion degree of MWNTs in polymer results in uniform density of attenuating particles, providing correspondingly high "extinction coefficient" of composite material.
Conclusion
Properties of multiwall carbon nanotubes and MWNT-containing composite materials are strongly dependent on their structure and morphology and on the type of polymer matrix.
Variations of mean diameter distribution and morphology of agglomerates results in significant changes of their dispersive and electrical properties, affecting electromagnetic response of composites.
MWNT-filled composites with PMMA matrix show higher EM reflectance, higher electrical conductivity with low percolation threshold due to relatively low wetting of hydrophobic MWNTs with polar PMMA molecules and corresponding low dispersion degree of individual nanotubes.
In contrast for low-polar polystyrene matrix high wetting was observed resulting in formation of uniformly dispersed array of PS-covered MWNTs in the matrix. Coverage of MWNT surface with polystyrene results in insulation of nanotubes, thus resulting in high electrical resistivity with high percolation threshold. High shielding efficiency was observed for such composites, provided mainly by absorbance of EM radiation with low-conductive media.
Thus variation of main properties of polymer matrices and incorporated nanotubes allows to obtain composite materials with predictable tailorable properties, which may be used in various applications.
